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I80o THE ART UNION. 

ADVICE TO YOUNG ARTISTS. 

IF you have the curse of genius, young man, which you 

cannot subdue or degrade, God help you! There is no 

other help for you, and I have no advice to give in such a 

case, save to retire from among men, like a leper, for you 

are not of them and have no place with them. To be sure, 

your name may, a few centuries hence, become the pride 

and glory of your country; if there is any satisfaction in 

that uncertainty, glean such comfort as you may from it, 

but you have no claim upon your cotemporaries. What 

you may be to posterity is nought to them. You are but an 

object of distrust, envy or hatred, for you should know that 

all men, by virtue of some paltry idiosyncrasy which they 

magnify (because it is theirs) into a gift, cherish in their 

secret hearts a conceit that they are not as other men, grow 

bitter because of the non-recognition of their superiority, 
and will not brook the elevation of any but the common 

place, like themselves; and so, being in a vast majority, 

u,nite their efforts in a crusade against the really gifted, to 

render the possession a curse and discomfort. This is a 

general-possibly an exaggerated view,,and doubtless there 

may be exceptions to the rule, but rule it is, in general, 

nevertheless. But, as I have said, I have no counsels for you 

who are burthened with genius. You are but one sent be 

fore to prepare pleasures for the enjoyment of those to 

come after you, and must accept the discounted glory as 

your only possible reward. But to you who are only mod 

erately gifted, or better still, who have but an inclination 

towards art, and have mistaken a desire for a talent, I have 

something to say. You would make whatever ability you 

have subservient to your social advance and material 

prosperity, and would sacrifice all else to that end? Then 

learn the course you are to pursue. It is written you can 

not serve God and mammon, and it is true that anything 

more than a seeming regard for virtue, justice, etc. is in 

compatible with the greatest worldly success that you covet. 

A true, earnest, independent, manly pursuit of art, for the 

love of it, is in the nature of serving God, and has no place 

in your creed. You are to seek the favor of your fellow 

mortals, and of them expect your reward. Make little ef 

fort to win the approval of the true and noble of earth, for 

they are few and without influence; also, they may divine 

your real character, and so you needlessly augment their 

contempt for you. You are to systematically suppress all 

emotions men call generous, only simulate them when oc 

casion requires. You shall flatter the coarse vanity of the 

rich, defer to the absurd opinions of the powerful, cringe to 

those in authority and never give unnecessary offence to any, 

for there are none devoid of influence which sooner or 

later may be felt. If there be a question between two au 

thorities and you are forced to decide to which you will pay 

homage, weigh well the relative strength of position of such 

now, and the chances of permanency in the future, and take 

your position accordingly. Let no other considerations in 

fluence you, and let your decision be made with all the am 

biguity of language possible, to avoid unnecessary offence. 

Should one who has befriended you fall into ridicule, 

laugh with his enemies, for thereby you gain in numbers, 

but keep up the appearance of friendship with him, that you 

may not lose even the one. Should he, however, discover 

your double dealing, you are still the gainer. Decry the 

art and artists of your country, especially those artists who 

have earned and occupy high positions, for so you will ap 

pear learned and fearless. Your daring will quite awe your 

hearers, and impose upon their ignorance with the boldness 

of your denunciations. Always accompany this, however, 
with a corresponding servility to those who hear you, this 

will not fail to act as an antidote to the shock, for thus you 

virtually acknowledge their superiority to those attacked, 
and their vanity can always be relied upon to swallow this, 

and more, if administered with any degree of discretion; 
and so you still add to the number of your friends. Of 

course the-se schemes will occupy much time supposed to 

be precious to an artist, and so it is, but the work is being 

done for you, as bees make honey for our table while we 

attend to other wants. There are always delving men of 

talent who will furnish material ready for your use if you 

skilfully dilute it with enough of. your own to enable you 

to claim it all as yours and so disgust the originator that he 

will not dispute your claim lest the whole be laid at his 

door. The multitude are neither scrupulous or observing in 

such matters. 
Should your ambition desire a reputation for originality, 

you have only to be vigilant, watch those who are capable 

of producing new thoughts and who, in their unsuspecting 
simplicity, carelessly put them out. Seize upon them 

promptly ! Boldly set up a claim before the author's is es 

tablished, and so, having already secured all the influence 

on your side, your victory is easy and complete. Should 

your gifted victim be moved to a violent attack, you allude 

to him as a poor, misguided lunatic, crazed by excessive 

envy, towards whom you have no unkindly feeling, and you 
are more than triumphant. You have not only secured all 

the honor due to him but have transferred to his shoulders 
the contempt that rightly belongs to yourself. 

These rules will apply to all arts-painting, literature, 

sculpture, music and all-with. certain success if properly 
used. Of course their practice will win you the contempt 

of all true men and women, but what need you care, if you 

be saved from a life of obscurity and gain the applause of 

the multitude ? A thousand voices to one! You go through 

this life with the seeming respect of the world, die without 

visible dishonor, your funeral is largely attended, where the 

clergyman recounts your virtues, commends your life to 

men and consigns your spirit to the God who gave it. To 

be sure you may have some difficulty in explaining that 

"blameless life " to the satisfaction of your Judge, but then 

you will have a whole eternity to do it in-and will proba 

bly need it! 
WORMWOOD. 

OTHER ADVICE TO YOUNG ARTISTS. 

Y neighbor Wormwood, being a good deal agitated 

M by the storm and winds of late, employed his bitter 

est. breath to shed abroad his pessimistic views as to the 
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